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Division 14:  Agriculture and Food, $167 012 000 - 
Hon Giz Watson, Chairperson. 

Hon Kim Chance, Minister for Agriculture and Food. 

Mr I. Longson, Director General. 

Mr R. Delane, Deputy Director General. 
Mr M. Marsh, Executive Director, Business Services. 

Mr D. Hartley, Executive Director, Natural Resource Management. 
Mr G. Wilson, Director, Policy and Planning. 

The CHAIRPERSON:  On behalf of the Legislative Council Standing Committee on Estimates and Financial 
Operations, I welcome you to today’s hearing.  This hearing is being held in public, although there is discretion 
available to the committee to hear evidence in private, either of its own motion or at the witnesses’ request.  If 
for some reason you wish to make a confidential statement during today’s proceedings, you should request that 
the evidence be taken in closed session before answering the question.  Government agencies and departments 
have an important role and duty in assisting Parliament to scrutinise the budget papers on behalf of the people of 
Western Australia.  The committee values that assistance. 
Members are asked to sit towards the front of the chamber to my left.  It will greatly assist Hansard if, when 
referring to the Budget Statements volumes or the consolidated fund estimates, members give the page number, 
item, program, amount and so on in preface to their questions.  If supplementary information is to be provided, I 
ask for your cooperation in ensuring that it is delivered to the committee’s clerk within five working days of 
receipt of the questions.  An example of the required Hansard style for the documents has been provided to your 
advisers. 
The committee reminds agency representatives to respond to questions in a succinct manner and to limit the 
extent of personal observations.  For the benefit of members and Hansard, I ask the minister to introduce his 
advisers to the committee.  At this time, I ask each of the witnesses whether they have read, understood and 
completed the “Information for Witnesses” form.   
The Witnesses:  Yes. 

The CHAIRPERSON:  Do all the witnesses fully understand the meaning and effect of the provisions of that 
document? 

The Witnesses:  Yes. 

The CHAIRPERSON:  I give the first call to Hon Bruce Donaldson. 
[3.10 pm] 
Hon BRUCE DONALDSON:  I refer to the first dot point on page 261 under “Agriculture Resource 
Management”.  Is it correct that there has been a reduction in real terms in the amount the state spends on 
combating salinity? 
Hon KIM CHANCE:  I would be extremely surprised if that were the case.  The line item does not give any 
indication of a reduction.  Indeed, the commitment to salinity, among the range of natural resource management 
issues, has been substantially increased. 

Hon BRUCE DONALDSON:  Will the minister provide those figures or take the question on notice? 
Hon KIM CHANCE:  We can provide those figures within the NRM context only as far back as 2005-06.  The 
national action plan for salinity and water quality delivered $14 million in the 2005-06 budget and the same 
figure in the estimated actual.  The 2006-07 budget is - 
Hon PAUL LLEWELLYN:  What page is the minister reading from? 
Hon KIM CHANCE:  It is an extension of page 259.  These figures are embedded in the total appropriations 
provided to deliver services.  The budget estimate for salinity in 2006-07 is $32 million, which is more than 
double last year’s budget, and the forward estimate for 2007-08 is a slight increase to $33.4 million.  If the 
member wants to go further back to make a comparison, I can inform him that salinity used to fit within 
sustainable rural development.  In 2000-01 the total budget for sustainable rural development was 
$23.274 million for everything, including salinity.  The allocation for salinity formed part of that $23 million.  It 
is a very significant increase. 
Hon BRUCE DONALDSON:  I refer to the third dot point on page 261 under “Agriculture Resource 
Management”.  Given that the passage of the Swan and Canning Rivers Management Bill will enable restrictions 
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to be placed on the use of certain types of fertilisers, is the state government planning to prohibit the use of 
certain types of fertilisers, including where they may be applied on agricultural lands?  If there is to be a formal 
restriction on the traditional use of phosphate and nitrogenous fertilisers, what funds have been allocated to 
research, develop and promote alternative types of fertilisers for agriculture? 

Hon KIM CHANCE:  I will provide a part answer and then I will ask David Hartley to provide the member 
with more detail.  Hon Bruce Donaldson will be aware that we are faced with challenges due to animal grazing 
and the use of fertilisers in sensitive areas, particularly rivers that feed into estuaries.  The Murray River is a 
classic example of that.  However, Ellen Brook also is a sensitive catchment that feeds into the Swan River 
system.  We have been working for some years on the development of slower release phosphatic fertilisers.  The 
use of the Alcoa by-product red mud has also been very useful, particularly in the Murray River catchment area, 
in stabilising phosphates that are applied to the soil as an artificial fertiliser and as a result of grazing.  
Historically, the use of red mud has been supported by a very wide range of research.  To a lesser extent, the 
coastal superphosphate, which is the slow-release version, has involved a considerable amount of research by the 
government and also by the fertiliser manufacturer, CSBP Ltd.  I will ask David Hartley to provide more detail. 

Mr D. Hartley:  Rather than try to develop a new fertiliser, the programs that we are conducting to eliminate or 
reduce the impacts of fertiliser focus mainly on application methods to either reduce the amount of fertiliser that 
must be applied or to change the timing of when it is applied.  We are not doing any work at all to develop a new 
fertiliser.  We tend to give advice and focus on a more strategic application of the amount of fertiliser that is used 
and the timing of when it is used.  As the member is aware, it is extremely difficult to completely eliminate 
phosphorus and nitrates running into the watertables and from running off and polluting the water, because the 
sandy soils do not bind the phosphorus particles. 

Hon KIM CHANCE:  There is a global perspective to this matter of nitrogenous fertilisers.  Agricultural 
production in Europe is almost totally dependent on the application of artificial nitrogen.  The effect of that on 
the main European drainage systems - the Rhine River in the north and the Danube River in the south - has been 
dramatic and entirely detrimental to those river systems.  It has been calculated that if the amount of artificial 
nitrogen that is applied in Europe were reduced to the extent that it would restore the health of the Rhine and the 
Danube Rivers, European agricultural production would be cut by nearly 50 per cent, which would be a good 
thing all round! 

Hon BRUCE DONALDSON:  I turn now to service 3, “Biosecurity”, under the “Service and Appropriation 
Summary” on page 265.  There has been a real decrease in spending on biosecurity, from the 2004-05 actual 
figure of $61.546 million to the 2005-06 estimated actual of $67.1 million.  How does the minister relate the 
reduction in the budget allocation in real terms to the expanding threat to this state’s biosecurity on many fronts? 

[3.20 pm] 

Hon KIM CHANCE:  The total reduction amounts to $7.593 million.  It is made up of a matrix of numbers.  
The largest of those is a reduction in the European house borer expenditure, which is a $7.6 million program.  
We carried funds over from the previous year for that program.  The budget for that program was underspent in 
the first year and the remaining funds were carried over into the second year.  There is an element of a $970 000 
increase, and that is in the red imported fire ant funding, which is part of our national arrangements for 
Queensland.  The reduction is because for one year only funding was made available for the eradication of cane 
toads, weed control, wild dogs, footrot, locusts and Windida Station.  They were one-off funding arrangements 
that existed in 2004-05 and do not exist this financial year.  Half a million dollars of that related specifically to 
Windida.  There was almost no locust program last year, but there was in 2004-05.  They were the one-off 
programs.  There is a decrease of $1 million in the cattle industry compensation agreement projects and a 
decrease of $800 000 due to the transfer of the Australian Quarantine Inspection Service to the commonwealth.   

Hon BRUCE DONALDSON:  I have been threatened by my colleagues not to ask the minister about cane toads 
and starlings!  I have a question I would like to ask on those issues, but I will come back to it later.   

I refer to the “Total Cost of Service” in the table on page 275.  Will the minister provide the exact contribution 
made to the 2006-07 budget estimate of $146.929 million that comprises commonwealth funding and industry 
funding?   

Hon KIM CHANCE:  The question seems to relate entirely to natural resource management issues.  We are 
dealing with service 2, “Agricultural Resource Management”, which is only a component of that.  It is difficult 
to get that figure.  The answer might be better found on page 287.   

Hon BRUCE DONALDSON:  I know it is difficult with industry funding.   
Hon KIM CHANCE:  It should be possible to answer the question.   
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Hon BRUCE DONALDSON:  If the minister has a problem, perhaps he will take the question on notice to save 
time.   
Hon KIM CHANCE:  I have the answer now.  Was it for the year 2006-07?   

Hon BRUCE DONALDSON:  Yes, the 2006-07 budget estimate. 

Hon KIM CHANCE:  Commonwealth funding is $64.663 million.   

Hon MURRAY CRIDDLE:  To what is the minister referring?   

Hon KIM CHANCE:  I am referring to a note that has just been provided to me.  It is not detailed precisely in 
the budget papers.  Unfortunately, those figures are for the whole department and not just for NRM, but I will 
give the member these figures.  Commonwealth government funding is $64.663 million and industry funding is 
$46.072 million.  We will get back to the member about the split on NRM.  If we can, we will do that today.   
[Supplementary Information No E1.]   
Hon BRUCE DONALDSON:  I refer to “Full time Equivalents for Service 3” on page 281.  There is a 
reduction of FTEs from the 2005-06 estimated actual to the 2006-07 target.  Is the minister not concerned that 
having 40 fewer staff will weaken the state’s defence against the biosecurity threat?   

Hon KIM CHANCE:  I will pass that question to Rob Delane, because it relates to the biosecurity area.   

Mr R. Delane:  The estimates show a reduction.  In fact, as the member understands, it is a volatile and evolving 
business.  We have foreshadowed some programs for which we expect some additional external funding and 
increased revenue, which is likely to enable those numbers to be returned to the previous level.  In the key 
biosecurity programs - for example, interstate quarantine - there will be no reduction in FTEs.  Last year, for the 
first time, our checkpoints at Kununurra and Eucla operated 24/7, 365 days a year.  In other key areas - for 
example, animal biosecurity - there is increased funding for a special initiative announced in last year’s budget.  
Therefore, there was an increase in this year’s funding of $900 000 for emergency animal disease issues in the 
animal biosecurity program.   

Hon MURRAY CRIDDLE:  I will follow up on what Hon Bruce Donaldson referred to earlier.  I refer to the 
“Service and Appropriation Summary” table on page 265 of the Budget Statements.  The budget allocation for 
service 1, “Food and Fibre Industry Development”, has decreased from $95.752 million in 2005-06.  The 
estimated actual for 2005-06 is $93.019 million and the budget estimate for 2006-07 is $88.353 million.  Is there 
a reason for this decrease and will it impact on research and development?   
Hon KIM CHANCE:  There is a $2.733 million reduction between the 2005-06 budget and the 2005-06 
estimated actual.  That does not answer the member’s question; the member’s question related to the budget.  
Again it is a matrix.  There is a $500 000 increase in the indigenous landholder service, a decrease in 
miscellaneous industry funding, and a decrease in industry funding involving the Rural Industries and Research 
Development Corporation, Meat and Livestock Australia, Enterprise Grains Australia, the Grain Licensing 
Authority and the Centre for Legumes in Mediterranean Agriculture.  There was also a decrease in the plant 
research and development trust fund funded expenditure, a decrease in horticulture and research development 
corporation industry funded expenditure and a decrease in cooperative research centre industry funded 
expenditure, totalling $4.666 million.  As I indicated, there was an increase in the one consolidated fund 
component of that list.  The decreases were all in industry funding.  There are two reasons for that.  One reason 
is that the return we get from industry funding sources is dependent upon industry decisions in a particular year 
and, indeed, in some areas it can be dependent on even crop yields, because there are certain ad valorem aspects 
to it.  The second is that we are dealing with a budget estimate, and we tend to always make a very conservative 
estimate of the industry funds that we will receive for particular areas.  Our budget estimates always come in 
below the estimated actual expenditure because we make very conservative estimates of the money that will 
come in from industry sources.   
[3.30 pm] 

Hon MURRAY CRIDDLE:  On page 265, immediately below that, is “Agricultural Resource Management”.  
The budget has increased from $107.27 million in 2005-06 to $146.92 million in 2006-07.  What is the increased 
funding going to? 
Hon KIM CHANCE:  It is primarily natural resource management.  Funding for the national action plan for 
salinity and water quality is $11 million.  Additional funding for salinity through the national action plan is 
almost $11 million again.  NRM third party funding is $8.6 million.  Funding for the catchment demonstration 
initiative, which is a deferral of funding that was to occur in 2004-05, is $2 million, and the Carnarvon 2020 
funding, which again is a deferral from 2004-05, is roughly $1.6 million. 
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Hon PAUL LLEWELLYN:  I will ask a generic question.  I refer to the last dot point under the heading 
“Agricultural Resource Management” on page 261, which states - 

Climate change has become a more important issue, with potential adverse impacts on all industries in 
terms of reducing greenhouse gas emissions and adapting farming systems. 

How many people in the Department of Agriculture and Food are specifically involved in examining the impact 
of climate change on agricultural productivity and on agricultural communities; and what kind of budget is 
allocated to that investigation? 

Hon KIM CHANCE:  I will bounce that one to David Hartley.  However, it will be difficult to give a precise 
figure because of the way in which greenhouse issues, both scientific and social, blend themselves into general 
natural resource management. 

Hon PAUL LLEWELLYN:  We knew that this would be a hard question to answer.  We want the minister to 
give us a sense of the commitment that has been made. 
Hon KIM CHANCE:  Yes.  I am sure David will be able to do that.  However, I think Hon Paul Llewellyn will 
be the first to recognise that separating greenhouse issues from other NRM issues, when we get to matters as 
opaque as soil organic carbons, for example, is next to impossible to do, because a one per cent increase in soil 
organic carbons could probably soak up all the greenhouse gases that Australians produce.  

Hon PAUL LLEWELLYN:  I was going to ask about humus and the organic component of the soil in my next 
question. 
Hon KIM CHANCE:  I will hand over to David to address the question of how many people are directly 
involved in greenhouse issues and their socio-scientific effect. 
Mr D. Hartley:  We have three staff who I would consider have very strong scientific skills and who are 
working in the greenhouse area.  They are not working full-time on that project, but it is part of the policy unit in 
the natural resource management area.  We have a specific project, valued at about $60 000 a year, that is being 
used for expenses for the research and modelling that we are doing in the greenhouse area.  We are tending to do 
that on a whole-of-government basis.  We are working quite closely with the Department of Environment, in 
particular, and the Department of the Premier and Cabinet in leading that program.  We have submissions with 
the Australian Greenhouse Office for further funding for further evaluation of the long-term impacts of 
greenhouse emissions, not only on agriculture, but also on all industries in Western Australia.  However, to 
summarise and answer the question, we fundamentally have three staff working on it. 
Hon PAUL LLEWELLYN:  Part-time? 
Mr D. Hartley:  Part-time, yes. 

Hon PAUL LLEWELLYN:  I have a related question about soil humus.  I think I can ask this question.  It 
relates to service 1 under division 16, “Rural Business Development Corporation”.  Is it all right to ask that 
question? 
Hon KIM CHANCE:  We will let Hon Paul Llewellyn get away with it.  We will do our best to answer it. 
Hon PAUL LLEWELLYN:  I do not know whether it is in fact outside the boundaries.  I refer to page 307 of 
budget paper No 2 and to the total commitments to farm business development.  The government states in the 
second paragraph - 

This output contributes to the ecological sustainable development of agri-industry in a number of ways, 
. . .  

How many full-time equivalents are involved in the business development of organic agriculture, for example; 
what kind of budget is allocated to that; and what programs have been run?  It relates to the humus in the soil, 
capturing carbon and that sort of thing. 

Hon KIM CHANCE:  I think that is a perfectly reasonable question.  It is somewhat difficult to disaggregate, 
as, indeed, in answer to the last question, it was difficult to separate those people who are performing one 
function or the other.  I will pass that question to the director general.  However, I will say that although soil 
organic carbon is obviously a very important component of organic farming, it is also a very important 
component of conventional farming, because the soils we farm in Western Australia have probably the lowest 
soil organic carbons of any farmed land in the world.  It is the area in which I believe we have the greatest 
potential to improve both soil and water retention for the benefit of crops within conventional and organic 
farming systems.   
Hon PAUL LLEWELLYN:  I do not mean this in a literal sense.  I am talking about the development of 
sustainable agriculture. 
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Hon KIM CHANCE:  I thank the member, because that is a very important question.  I had a rather lengthy 
answer prepared, hoping that somebody would ask the question.  However, I will not burden the committee with 
that answer.  We have a farming for the future group, which is a sustainable agriculture working group.  I believe 
that it is necessary for us to achieve some form of externally auditable certification system for all our agriculture 
in Western Australia, and I believe that within a decade some markets in the world will be either denied to us or 
much more difficult to access unless we are able to establish some kind of externally auditable certification, such 
as we are already used to in the forestry industry, and increasingly also in the marine and aquaculture fishing 
industries.  We started with this about two years ago.  We have made considerable progress, working with 
industry, the universities and the science community generally, towards the production of a sustainable system; 
that is, the specifications for a sustainable system.  However, when we were part of the way into that process, we 
found that, unlike systems used in the marine industry, such as the marine sustainability certification system that 
was achieved for the rock lobster industry, there was no comparable sustainability auditable certification system 
that we were able to simply pluck off the shelf.  We are in fact having to construct it.  When we do construct that 
system, we will be the first country in the world that is able to prove its sustainability.  We are a way yet from 
being able to do that, but I think it is important that we are able to show our customers that we are on the path to 
doing it.  If it takes us 20 years to achieve that pathway, so be it, because there are a number of practices in our 
agricultural industry that we could not put our hands on our hearts and say are sustainable practices.  We have to 
show what we are doing to identify those issues and what we are doing to reform them.  The sustainable 
agriculture practices group and the farming for the future program is important in doing that.   

[3.40 pm] 

Mr I. Longson:  To add to the Minister for Agriculture and Food’s explanation, the farming for the future 
project involves three staff and a budget of $250 000 per annum.  In addition, one staff member from the food 
and trade development area is dedicated to the development of the organic industry, and he acts as a coordinator.  
A number of projects within the Department of Agriculture and Food are looking at organic growing systems in 
our farming systems and in our grains and meat industries.  One coordinator is dedicated to servicing the organic 
industry.  I will defer to David Hartley, the executive director for natural resource management, for any 
additional information on the work we are doing in soil relationships.  That work tends to support the farming for 
the future program and the organic farming projects.  

Mr D. Hartley:  Further to that, I advise that the $250 000 that the director general mentioned is an additional 
project started this year.  It will run for the next two years at a cost of $250 000 a year. 
Hon PAUL LLEWELLYN:  What is that program called? 

Mr D. Hartley:  It is the sustainable agricultural systems, or the farming for the future project.  That is on top of 
the 1.5 pre-existing full-time equivalents who were devoted to that.  A 0.5 FTE project manager and one full-
time equivalent are having input into farming for the future project.  We are working very closely with a number 
of private companies and universities on soil fertiliser and production system relationships.  We are trying to 
further the development of sustainable farming systems that will come under the banner of farming for the future 
and lead to the accreditation and certification of sustainable farming systems.  We are part of a national project 
team that is looking at these issues.  I am pleased to say that, having looked closely at the Victorian and 
Queensland systems - which are also involved in the team - Western Australia is well ahead in developing a 
state-level sustainable agriculture system.   
Hon BRUCE DONALDSON:  I refer to the capital works program on page 286.  Given that $74 million has 
been allocated to the new headquarters but that only $5 million has been allocated this year and there is no 
indication of forward estimates, how long will it take to complete the transition to the new location?  

Hon KIM CHANCE:  I anticipated that question.  The answer is somewhat difficult to follow so I have had a 
colour-coded table printed to make it easier to answer that question and other questions that may flow from it.   
The CHAIRPERSON:  Does the minister intend tabling that document? 

Hon KIM CHANCE:  I would like to have it tabled and distributed, because that will enable me to answer the 
question.  
This is difficult to follow.  I asked for a colour-coded table because I anticipated great difficulty in being able to 
take members through the answer in the estimates hearing.  The issue is made more complicated because some 
funds were allocated as far back as 2004-05 and some are allocated in this budget.  There is also the confusion 
between the two investments; indeed, we have to think of this very clearly as two investments.  The first is the 
new headquarters and the biosecurity relocation and the other is capital works for Agricultural Research Western 
Australia, which used to be called the institute.  The page that has been distributed refers to headquarters and 
biosecurity on one side and Agricultural Research Western Australia on the other.  The two are totally divorced 
from each other for the purpose of answering the question.  On the page that refers to headquarters, the yellow 
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line highlights previously approved funding arrangements amounting to $26 million over the period 2004-05 to 
2007-08.  That started in 2002-03.  The blue line represents the new funding of $48 million that has been 
approved in the 2006-07 budget, the spending for which begins in 2007-08 but mostly occurs in 2008-09.  That 
is a total of $74 million that is now approved for the new headquarters and biosecurity relocation.  I think the 
member’s question specifically related to that.  The answer is that there will be substantial completion of the 
relocation in 2009-10, because the bulk of the spending is in 2008-09, although there will be major spending in 
2006-07 and 2007-08, during which time more than $21 million will be spent.  Reaching the end of the line - that 
is, the time that the last bulldozer stops moving on the South Perth site - could be as late as 2012, because we 
will want to keep some facilities.   
That now takes us to the other side of the page, which refers to the institute, or Agricultural Research Western 
Australia.  The yellow line refers to a total allocation of $28 million which was approved in 2005-06 and the 
bulk of which will be spent in 2007-08 and 2008-09.  The orange line indicates the funding that is required.  It is 
not the same as the blue line on the other page that refers to funding approved by this budget; rather, it refers to 
funding yet to be approved.  Members can think of the yellow line as phase 1 and the orange line as phase 2.  
The government will not make a commitment to phase 2 until the successful completion of phase 1.  That is not 
committed, but that is what is needed to finish it.  Those two taken together give the bottom left-hand sum of 
$65 million.  Before we can commit to that funding, we must meet a set of arrangements with our partners.  That 
$28 million was approved last year.  There is no further commitment in the budget we are discussing to the 
Agricultural Research Western Australia.  All of the capital commitment relates to the new headquarters.  

Hon BRUCE DONALDSON:  I probably should not ask this question; I hope the minister will be brief.  I refer 
to service 1, “Agriculture Resource Protection”, on page 297.  Noting that pest plants and animals are on the 
increase - I refer to wild dogs, starlings, cane toads, etc - how does the minister justify the fact that there is no 
real increase in budget allocations to agricultural resource protection?  The rest of the question refers to the 
farmers who are becoming disillusioned by the lack of government support to assist in the control of pest plants 
and animals.   
Hon KIM CHANCE:  We must be reading different figures because my figures show an increase from 
$19.89 million to $20.15 million.  

Hon BRUCE DONALDSON:  I am talking in real terms.   
[3.50 pm] 

Hon KIM CHANCE:  Although we provided some initial funding for cane toads, that issue is now funded and 
operated by the Department of Conservation and Land Management.  There has been a substantial increase in 
our funding to deal with the problem of wild dogs.  There have been very few complaints about the way in which 
we are handling wild dogs on our side of the public land.  The debate is all about what is happening over the 
fence on the public land, but not so much on pastoral land.  The member would need to raise that matter with the 
Minister for the Environment.  However, I am aware, and it has been published, that the minister has made a 
$16 million bid for pests, weeds and animals.  We supported that very strongly, but it had to be made by the 
Minister for the Environment.  That $16 million bid was successful.  That funding relates to CALM’s good 
neighbour policy.  CALM is out there now, listening to people.  It has already had a couple of meetings in the 
south west.  
Hon MURRAY CRIDDLE:  And in Geraldton today. 
Hon KIM CHANCE:  That is great.  I understand that a healthy exchange of views is occurring in those 
meetings.  I am also keen for that process to be wrapped up.  I had a meeting with the Western Australia Farmers 
Federation today.  It has given me an update on its negotiations.  Indeed, I have been told it will be meeting with 
the Minister for the Environment, I think on Thursday.  The $20 million that we were referring to is only in the 
Agriculture Protection Board area.  Many of the issues that we are discussing relate to the broader biosecurity 
area, which is in the order of $60 million.  The member also raised the issue of starlings.  That is a very serious 
issue.  I will not waste the member’s time on it, because I gave an extensive answer in question time yesterday, 
but I have a substantial out-of-budget bid before cabinet at the moment.  

Hon BRUCE DONALDSON:  I hope it is successful. 

Hon KIM CHANCE:  I am sure it will be.   
Hon MURRAY CRIDDLE:  It is a very serious issue.  

Hon KIM CHANCE:  Yes. 
Hon BRUCE DONALDSON:  I will probably incur the wrath of all my colleagues for asking that question 
about starlings, because they bet me I would not ask it!   
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Hon KIM CHANCE:  Frankly, it is the most serious issue we have faced since the importation of the rabbit - 
and that includes cane toads.   
Hon MURRAY CRIDDLE:  I have a number of questions that I may put on notice for later.  I refer to 
“Agriculture Resource Management” on page 261.  The second dot point on page 262 states in part - 

Due to increased pressure on water resources agriculture will be required to account for the efficiency 
of its water use.   

What does that statement mean, and what steps will farmers need to take? 
Hon KIM CHANCE:  That matter is entirely about irrigation.  It relates to programs like Waterwise on farms.  I 
think Hon Murray Criddle would be the first to recognise that much of our water use in irrigated areas uses a 
technology that dates back to the Nile Valley circa 4 000 BC.  I very much welcome the work that has been done 
by the Harvey Water cooperative.  Indeed, we may even talk about that later this afternoon during the water 
segment of the estimates.  The Harvey Water cooperative is doing tremendous work.  We are, so far, being 
actively supported by the commonwealth in its encouragement of that - I take my hat off to the commonwealth - 
through the National Water Initiative.  Forty per cent of the state’s water is used by irrigators.  We have some 
irrigation sources that are mature, or fully allocated.  However, we are fortunate that, because of the very good 
management we have had in the past in Western Australia, very few - perhaps only one or two; the exact figure 
is debateable - of our irrigation resources are fully allocated.  However, as water users, irrigators will need to be 
very responsible, at least to the extent that they are using the best available technology.   
Hon MURRAY CRIDDLE:  I have just one more question; the others can go on notice.  The “Service and 
Appropriation Summary” on page 265 shows that in 2005-06 the appropriation for service 4, “Services provided 
to Rural Business Development Corporation”, increased from $3.8 million to an estimated $8.8 million.  The 
reason, which is given in a later page, is for the marketing of eggs adjustment assistance scheme.  Can the 
minister confirm that that is true?  I am also interested in where these rural counsellors will be located and how 
they will be funded, particularly with regard to the current situation.  The minister would know Michael Proctor 
at Mullewa.  He was on radio this morning calling for some services to be provided in that area due to the current 
situation.  He is getting some calls.  Is that part of this service? 
Hon KIM CHANCE:  The reason for the spike in funding was exceptional circumstances grant expenditure.  I 
did not hear the call by Mr Proctor.  I have met with Mr Proctor over the past few weeks.  The commonwealth 
has done a review of the way in which its services will be funded.  We have responded to that review.  I will get 
the director general to take the member through in detail, but the commonwealth has altered the arrangements for 
how the services will be delivered.  These services are vital, and we need to make sure that we get them on the 
ground properly.   
Mr I. Longson:  The commonwealth has set about revising how rural financial counselling will work in 
Australia.  Western Australia was one of the first states to sign up to the new agreement.  What we have argued - 
successfully, I think - is that in this state we do not need a large standing army of rural financial counsellors, 
because we are fortunate to have a very good private agricultural consulting sector and business and banking 
sector.  Therefore, we have determined that the appropriate number of standing rural financial counsellors for 
Western Australia is in the order of four.  Those people are distributed across the north and south, principally in 
the grain belt.  We have argued that when particular circumstances apply, we need to be flexible and be able to 
ramp up that service to meet the needs of particular areas.  Therefore, if we cannot move those standing 
resources to those areas, or there is a need for additional resources, the commonwealth and the state will make 
sure that they are made available.  We are providing advice to the government on that matter at the moment.  
Clearly, the current situation is not looking great.  Contingency steps will be put in place if, indeed, the season 
does not unfold as we would like it to.   
Hon KIM CHANCE:  I want to add to that a little, because this is an important point.  In Western Australia, in 
comparison with the remainder of Australia, there is a much clearer division between people who are 
commercial farmers and people who are lifestyle farmers.  In eastern Australia, that division tends to be 
somewhat blurred.  Also, there are a lot of farmers in the 600 to 1 200-acre class, and it is difficult to put them in 
one slot or the other.  As a result of that, our commercial farmers tend to be very much larger than eastern states 
farmers, or, indeed, international farmers.  Because of the much more professional nature of our farming 
community, there has been a trend for farmers, when they need to make the tough decisions that need to be made 
after a tragedy such as a drought, to engage professional assistance rather than rely on state-provided assistance.  
One of the things we have done in Western Australia in response to a drought, or, indeed, in response to the 
floods we have had in the great southern or the fires in the lakes area last summer, is that before we even make 
an exceptional circumstances application, we give people an allocation of $1 500 for the purpose of engaging a 
consultant.  That is probably the best $1 500 that can ever be spent.  It means that people who do not have a farm 
consultant, and who may be somewhat confused or shell-shocked by the event they have just suffered, can get a 
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consultant to come in for a day or two to help them find their way through their situation, in a very professional 
way.  I think that is a very important thing.  I am not trying to downgrade the importance of the rural financial 
counsellors, because I think they perform an immensely valuable role, but I think that the reason we were 
amongst the first, if not the first, to adopt the commonwealth’s view on this is that it sees it the same way as we 
do. 
[4.00 pm] 
Hon ANTHONY FELS:  I have a couple of questions that the minister might not have time to answer.  I am 
happy for them to be put on notice.  I refer to the third dot point under “Major Achievements For 2005-06” on 
page 308, which in part states - 

. . . $142,000 were paid to 55 farm and pastoral businesses under both the Dry Season 2004 Assistance 
Scheme and 2005 Pastoral Dry Seasons Assistance Scheme. 

Will the minister please advise how many full-time equivalents are involved in the process of considering those 
applications; whether it is considered efficient; and how many applications were declined and rejected?  
Similarly, 120 of the 170 applications for exceptional circumstances funding were approved.  Will the minister 
provide some background about the 50 that were rejected and the reasons for their rejection, such as whether 
they fell outside shire boundaries, and other relevant circumstances?  I am happy for that information to be 
provided to me on notice. 

Hon KIM CHANCE:  We are happy to do that.  The first half of the question is readily available.  The Rural 
Business Development Corporation provides me with excellent reports, which have that breakdown on a month-
by-month basis.  The second half of the question is available.  It might take a bit longer because we have to 
analyse the cause for rejection of those applications. 

[Supplementary Information Nos E2 and E3.] 

Hon ANTHONY FELS:  I refer to page 303.  Will the minister advise whether the Muchea saleyards are on 
track to be completed this coming financial year, as indicated?  It has already been delayed.  I also refer to the 
pig-selling complex at Midland.  Given that the Midland saleyards are to be decommissioned and sold off in 
early 2007-08, according to the budget papers, and that the pig-selling facility will not be moved to the proposed 
Muchea saleyards, what plans does the minister have for relocating the facility from Midland? 

Hon KIM CHANCE:  There is no intention to have a pig-selling complex at Muchea, for a range of reasons, 
halal sensitivity being one of those.  The other reason we were not inclined to move ahead with a commitment to 
build a new pig-selling facility is twofold.  Firstly, the Western Australian pork producer’s association did not 
want us to build a new facility; in fact, for biosecurity reasons, it would rather see sales by auction phased out 
altogether.  The other reason is more pragmatic; that is, the number of pigs being presented for sale by live 
auction is now very small.  Midland numbers were getting down to about 220 to 250 head per sale, which was 
simply unattractive to the livestock selling agents. 

Since the livestock selling agents, in particular Landmark and Elders, indicated that they would cease sales 
earlier than had been expected - indeed, I think their last sale was in the first half of April this year - those 
segments of the pig industry that still want live auctions to continue have lobbied for a continuation of the sales.  
Primaries of WA, the third livestock selling agent, heard that plea and said that it would do what it could to get 
the sales going again, and it did.  It said that if the number fell below 200 per sale, it would not continue.  In fact, 
more than 400 were presented for sale, and some 494 were nominated for sale.  At this stage, our activity has 
been primarily in looking for alternative sites, because we all know that the Midland facility clearly cannot 
continue.  There are all kinds of animal welfare and human safety issues about continuing the sales at Midland, 
where on either of those counts, the facilities do not meet standards.  We are, at this stage, looking for alternative 
selling centres.  We have, indeed, identified two or three possibilities.  There is a long-shot possibility that we 
might look at constructing a new saleyard, but I think that is so unlikely as to be unrealistic.  However, it is 
possible.  I believe we could reasonably find a suitable facility, or even more than one facility.   
In relation to the Western Australian Meat Industry Authority’s advice on the completion of the Muchea 
saleyards, we expect completion of the facility in 2006-07, and certainly before the end of the 2007 calendar 
year.  I am hopeful that we will have our first sale in the first half of 2007.  

The CHAIRPERSON:  We have run out of time for this division.  Thank you very much for your assistance 
this afternoon.   

Meeting suspended from 4.05 to 4.10 pm 
 


